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DefiDe the following terms:

i. Group and,

ii. Subgroup of a group.

Let Il be a non-empty subset of a group G. Prove that, ,Il is a subgroup

of Gif and only iIoD 1€H, V a,beH.

Lei Il be a subgroup of a group G. Prove thai il-l = .fI and

fi'= Il Vn. € N.

ls ii true that, il H-r = H then Il is a subgroup of G? Justify your

Let Il and 1( be two subgroups of a group G. Prove that

i. IJ U K need nor bc a subgroup ol C. and

ii. if ll U K is a subgroup of G, then H I i or K c H.

Let {11.}"er be an arbitrary family of subgroups of a group G, then

prove that l'l H" is a subgroup of G.



'2.(a)

(b)

(")

(d)

State and prove Lagrange's theorem fot a finite group G.

In a group G, 11 and If are diferent subgroups of order p, p is prime.

Show that U n X : {"}, where e is the identity element of G.

Prove that in a finite group G, the order of each element dividcs order of

G. Hence prove 1hu1 slcl : s, Vr € G.

Let G be a non-abclian group of ordcr 10. prove that G contains at least

one element of order 5.

If every non-id€ntity element of a group G has order 2, show that G is
abelian.

G)

3. (a) State and prove thc first isomorphism theorem.

(b) Let H be a subgroup of a group G and 1l be a normal subgroup of G.

Prove wit,h usrral noLations that,

i.K<HK,
.. H Ht{

HNK K

4. What is meant by " two elements are coqjugate in a group G ,,?

- (a) Let G be a group and o,6 e G. Define a relation ,, - ', on G by

a - b <+ a and 6 are conjugate in G.

Provc thaL " - is an equivalcncc rclafion on G.

Civen o t G. lcl l(0) dcnol,e the equivalcnce cl.tss conlaining d.

Show that lt(o)l : [c : C(o)], and a e Z(G) <+. t(o) = {a}, where

C(a) = {o € G lax = aa} and Z(G) is the center of the group G.

(b) Write down the class equation of a finite group G.

Hcnce or otherwise, p-ove that if thc order of G is p", where p is a prime

number and n is a positive intege{ then the center of G is non_trivial.



,:l!,.:;.::

s.r L i-(a) Define the term "p-group".

Let G be a finite abelian group and let p be a prime number which divides

the order of G. Prove that G has an element of order p.

) Let G' be the commutator subgroup of a group G. Prove the following:

i. G is abelian if and only if G' : {e}, where e is the identity element

of G.

G' is a normal subgroup of G.

G. ..
; ls a,bclla[.

the following terms:

rphism

hism

phism and inner automorphism.

rove the following:

i. homomorphic image of an abelian group is abelian.

ii. homomorphic image of a cyclic group is cyclic.

i AutG be the set of all automorphism of a group G and let InnG be

set of all inner automorphism of G. Show'that,

AutG is a group under composilion of maps.

InnG is a normal subgroLrp of AutG.


